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Let [F, be a finite field with q elements and let 5: be the multiplicative group of 
IF,. In this paper we shall prove 
THW)REM. If q - 1 = q;’ q$, q > 24m, in particular q > 1.16 x lo’*, then for an) 
integer s with s > 1 and every PE O:, a, E iF$ (i = 1, _.., s), (here exist s primitive 
elemenrsx ,,_.., x,ofF,, wherecc,.xl+ .” +3,x,=/?. I(> 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
Let p be a prime and n be a positive integer, q =p”, q - I = q;1. .. 42, 
where qi (i = 1, . . . . m) are distinct primes and ri (i = 1, . . . . m) are positive 
integers. Let F, be a finite field with q elements, and let Fy* be the mul- 
tiplicative group of lF,: 
P = { CI ) E is the primitive element of F, ), 
N={u~uEF~,u$P}. 
Golomb [l] conjectured that if q is large enough, then for every /3 E [Fy* 
there exists c( E P, where B - tl E P. Afterwards, Wang [2] showed that the 
conjecture is true for the special case when p is the unit of IF:. In this paper 
we shall prove 
THEOREM. rf q > 24m, in particular q > 1.16 x 1018, then for any integer s 
with s > 1 and every /? E [F:, ~1, E lF2 (i = 1, . . . . s), there exists xi E P 
(i = 1, . . . . s), where 
u,x,+ ... +u,x,=p. (1) 
Clearly, the theorem not only shows that Golomb’s conjecture is true, 
but also implies the result of Cohen [3] that if q 2 24m, in particular 
q > 1.16 x lOIs, then for every p E [F$ there exists u E P, where fl+ c1 E P. 
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Proof of the Theorem. When s> 2, q> 24m, there exist s- 2 primitive 
elements x3, . . . . x, with 
B- ajxj- ... - a,X,=p’EFy*. 
If the primitive elements x, , .x2 satisfy 
alxl+a2x2=fl’, 
then the primitive elements x,, . . . . x, satisfy (1) clearly. It follows that if the 
theorem is true for s = 2, then it is true for any s. 
Now we consider the case of s = 2. For the given aI, a*, /I, the equation 
aIxI+a2x2=B, X,,X*EE,* (2) 
has exactly q - 2 solutions. These solutions can be classified as: 
Class 1 2 3 4 
Let N, (j= 1,2,3,4) denote the number of solutions of Eq. (2) which 
belong to jth class. Supposing that the theorem is false for such aI, aI, j, 
we should have 
N,=O, NzZdq-1)-l, N,>cp(q-1)-l 
and 
N,Gq-2dq- 11, (3) 
where q(x) is the Euler function of x. 
Let R=q,...q,, d, I R, d,l R, dial, d,>,l; let N(d,,d,) and N(d,) 
denote the number of solutions of Eq. (2) for 
XI =.v$, x2 =vp, Yl, Y2Eq (4) 
and 
X1 =y;ll, X2EN Yl E E,*, 
respectively. By the principle of inclusion and exclusion, we have 
N(4)= 1 N(d,,d,)- c Nd,,d,)+ ... 
&I R 
w(d2) = 1 
dzl R 
w(d2) = 2 
+(-1)rn.i 1 Nd,, 4 
dzl R 
o(d2)=m 
= - c AddN(d,,dd (5) 
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and 
N4= 2 N(d,)- 1 N(dl)+ ... +(-l)*+l c N(d,) 
6 I R 4 I R 4 I R 
w(dl) = 1 w(d,)=2 o(d,)=m 
= - c P(4W(dl), (6) 
6 I R 
d, > 1 
where o(x) is the number of distinct prime factors of x and p(x) is the 
Mobius function of x. 
Let N*(d,, &) denote the solution number of the equation 
a1 Yp + a2 Y$ = P, Yl, Y2E IF,*. (7) 
From Theorem 6.34 in [4] we have 
d,-I d?-1 d, 
where x is a primitive multiplicative character on IF, with order R, 
K(xjI, xjz) = x”(B~;‘)x”(P~z’)J(xj’, x”), jr, j, are integers, (9) 
where J(x’I, xl*) is the Jacobi sum of xjLr 1”. On the other hand, from (2), 
(4), and (7) we see that 
Nd,,d,)= 
N*(dlY 4) 
d d . 
1 2 
(10) 
Let 7 E P, /3a; 1 = yul, /?a; 1 = y”*, (aI, R) = b,, (a,, R) = b,. Then we have 
- dFR !!$d .f ,CRldOiqja;]) 
I,= 1 
d<> 1 
= 1 p(d)= t= 1,2. (11) 
dlb, Y  
d>i 
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Moreover, for any functionf(x) we have 
P(R) R- 1 
= - c c ~((LR))cp((.i R))f(A. 
R j=l 
Thus, from (lo), (ll), (12), and 
where 
_ 1 !i+~ !!i+e(R), 
dl R dlR 
d>l 
v(R) dq- 1) 9(R)=R=-, 
q-1 
substituting (8) into (5), we obtain 
W,)=~U -W))q 
1 
Further, from (ll), (12), substituting (13) into (6) we obtain 
R-1 R-1 PL((~I, R))cp((Av R))AU29 R))cp((j, R)) &=(l-WW2q+ 1 c 
JI=I jz=l R2 
where 
0, 6, = b2 = 1 
1--8(R), b,=l,b,>l or b,>l,b,=l <2. (15) 
2 - 2O(R),b, > 1, b2 > 1 
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Applying Theorem 5.22 in [4] to (9), we have 
Im”, x”)l <%/G, 1 <.i,, j2 < R. 
Since 
"9' cp((j, R)) cp(4cp(RP) 
j=l R 




= c e(R)-e(R)=(2”-1)8(R), 
dlR 
from (14), (15), (16) we deduce 
(16) 
e(R) 
= (1 - e(R))‘q(2” - l)‘B’(R) h-2. (17) 
The combination of (3) and (17) yields 
cl<@“- ‘)2&+&. 
whence we have 
J- ( q<; (2”- 1)2+JG-c4&). 




8(R)= fi 1 -i $, 
i= 1 ( ,> 
from (19) we deduce 
2 “+‘<1+2. 
This is impossible for any m, which implies that the theorem is true for 
s=2 when q>24”. Moreover, Cohen [3] has shown that if q > 1.16 x lo’*, 
then q 2 24”. This completes the proof. 
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